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Phone Photography 101:

Set up your phone camera to have a grid. Use this grid to place 
the subject either in the middle or along one of the vertical lines. 
If you don’t nail this exactly it’s easy to fix with cropping. 



Phone Photography 101:

The rule of thirds! Using your cameras gird to line things up nicely will take your picture from good to 
great!

Find the horizon line in your image and line the 
bottom or top (depending on your desired 
capture) up as straight as possible. 

Placing the subject in the grid lines is almost always 
pleasing to the eye! 

It’s a good rule of thumb to follow as you start.



What impact are you trying to create?

Straight on can be really powerful and attention grabbing

Using the rule of thirds and having 
your subject off to the side is 
pleasing to look at and allows you 
eye to travel around the photo.



*Side Note: It’s always – always better to take the pictures a little farther away than super-duper up close because we can 
always crop IN but we can’t crop OUT. 

Phone Photography 101:

Stop it with the zoom. Put your pinchy fingers away. Nobody wants to see your grainy pictures.

Get closer to the subject if you think the image will be more successful closer up.  



Phone Photography 101:

Position yourself ideally.

The position of your body and your placement in the room can 
dramatically change the quality of an image. 

If you’re on your tippy toes taking a picture there’s a good chance 
your image will be fuzzy because holding completely still is almost 
impossible in this position.

Pro tip: Do not point your phone directly at the light source. If 
there is a window behind the area you’re trying to capture move to 
the other side of the display. Or if possible close a curtain. Strong 
direct light sources can be really tricky to shoot with. 

This chick has got it figured 
out 



Phone Photography 101:

Be some what intentional with the placement of your body and phone. 

Remember: Angles are amateur. 

If you want a square on above shot of table decor. 
Put yourself square on with the table and lift your 
phone above (with out going on your tippy toes) pull 
out the step stool for a true flat lay image.  

If you want to show off the edge of a décor piece 
angle your phone so that it’s the most prominent 
object capture the viewers attention first.

Remember: the first thing that captures your audiences eye 
in the picture is how the image will be remembered and 
interpreted. 



Phone Photography 101:

Clean your phones camera lens with your shirt (or somebody else’s) – you’d be surprised how crispy your pictures are when 
all dust and finger prints are removed from your lens. 

Keep it clean 




Phone Photography 101:

Poke your phones screen on the subject or area you want to have focused within the image.

This is where you as the photo capturer make a decision… “What is important?” 

Q for U: Which one do you think is the most successful and why?



Phone Photography 101:

Some new versions of iPhone have a “Portrait mode” which fuzzes out the background of an image and mimics the 
aperture of a camera lens. Can be useful in good light situations doesn’t work well in low light.

Regular camera mode.

Portrait Mode – cool but NOT perfect.



Phone Photography 101:

Adjust the brightness of your image – Ev to demonstrate

Too bright Too dark Juuuuust right



Phone Photography 101: 

Pro tip: make sure the most important part of the image is exposed correctly before worrying about the rest. 



Phone Photography 101:

User your HDR (high dynamic range) setting in tricky high contrast settings! High contrast could be bright skies and dark 
landscapes or you know… when the lighting guys start fiddling with their whirly-woo lights as you’re trying to capture a 
picture of the tables…  

Before engaging 
HDR

After engaging  
HDR



Phone Photography 101: 

Set up HDR as a default in your setting section of your phone. 



Phone Photography 101: 

Photographing in low light situations it’s important 
to hold the camera very stead when capturing an 
image our “smart phones” read the light when we 
take pictures and will allow more light to get into 
the camera lens when it senses a dark environment. 
If you move while the lens is still capturing you will 
get a blurred effect. 

Pro Tip: it’s best to count “One – Mississippi” in your 
head as you take a picture in a dark ballroom to 
remind yourself not to move.



Phone Photography 101: 

When it comes to shooting décor I have found the following images great to use for our social media.

Rather than trying to take a picture of the whole room and calling it a day think about the story of the event… 

• How will the guest experience the room – walk through it like a guest and capture images as they would see it. 
This helps to ensure not areas of the event are missed.

• What’s the theme? If there’s a particular area that expresses it really well take your time and get a great shot 
(whole image) AND (detailed shots).

• Did we bring anything unique or new to the event? Get a shot focusing on just that thing. 

• Watch your background for stacks of chairs or scissor lifts, move to a different area or position yourself / camera so 
those things aren’t in the background. 
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